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INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is among the most frequently diag-
nosed cancer types and is the leading cause of cancer 
deaths, with 1.82 million new cases and 1.6 million 
deaths in 2012 1,2. Lung cancer has a poor prognosis 
and a relatively low five-year relative survival ratio 
in relation to all types of cancer; 5-year survival 

in Europe ranges from 9.6% in the UK to 17.9% in 
Austria. Lung cancer patients have poor outcomes 
of treatment, resulting from the fact that most cases 
are diagnosed in the advanced stage of the disease. 
Nowadays, some studies,  like the NLST, advocate 
that screening for lung cancer in specific high-risk 

SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE: Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death. To reduce lung cancer mortality and detect lung cancer in early 
stages, low dose CT screening is required. A meta-analysis was conducted to verify whether screening could reduce lung cancer mortality 
and to determine the optimal screening program. 

METHODS: We searched PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane library, ScienceDirect, and relevant Chinese databases. Randomized controlled 
trial studies with participants that were smokers older than 49 years (smoking >15 years or quit smoking 10 or 15 years ago) were included. 

RESULTS: Nine RCT studies met the criteria. LDCT screening could find more lung cancer cases (RR=1.58, 95%CI=1.25-1.99, P<0.001) 
and more stage I lung cancers (RR=3.45, 95%CI=2.08-5.72, P<0.001) compared to chest-X ray or the no screening group. This indicated 
a statistically significant reduction in lung-cancer-specific mortality (RR=0.84, 95%CI=0.75-0.95, P=0.004), but without a statistically 
reduction in mortality due to all causes (RR=1.26, 95%CI=0.89-1.78, P=0.193). Annually, LDCT screening was sensitive in finding more 
lung cancers. 

CONCLUSIONS: Low-dose CT screening is effective in finding more lung cancer cases and decreasing the deaths from lung cancer. Annual 
low-dose CT screening may be better than a biennial screening to detect more early-stage lung cancer cases. 
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Data extraction and quality assessment

Two investigators independently extracted the fol-
lowing data for each eligible study: name of the study, 
first author, year of publication, sample size, trial 
randomization, age, sex, smoking history, screening 
in past years, screening times, screen interval, total 
follow-up time. If there was any dispute, it would be 
solved by a third independent reviewer. The NHS 
Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) critical 
appraisal tool for RCTs was chosen for this meta-anal-
ysis as it covers sequence generation, allocation 
sequence concealment, blinding, incomplete outcome 
data, and selective outcome reporting 7.

Statistical Method
The relative risk (RR), 95% confidence interval (CI), 

and Forest Plot were produced using STATA14.0 to 
measure the effect of the low-dose CT screening on 
lung cancer. We calculated the Q-statistic (χ2) and I2 
statistics to quantify the heterogeneity. Heterogeneity 
was classified as low, moderate, and high when the 
cut-off points of I2 values reached 25%, 50%, or 75% 
respectively8. If I2>50% (I2-statistic) or P<0.1 (Q-sta-
tistic), it indicated an obvious heterogeneity; then, 
the random-effect model (DerSimonian and Laid 
method)9 would be used. Otherwise, the fixed-effects 
model (Mantel–Haenszel method)10 was used. Further-
more, subgroup analyses were conducted to explore 
the source of heterogeneity. The potential publication 
bias was assessed by using Begg’s test11 and Egger’s 
Test 12, which might exist when p< 0.05. Sensitivity 
analysis was used to search the extent to which infer-
ences might depend on a particular study or group of 
studies. Differences were considered as statistically 
significant if two-sided P-values were less than 0.05.

RESULTS
Characteristics of the eligible studies

In order to identify all eligible studies, a compre-
hensive process was performed. A total of 1434 articles 
were collected and reviewed. After excluding dupli-
cated papers, 1167 studies were left. Of these, 1107 
were removed since they were found to be review 
studies or not on the topic after screening the title and/
or abstract. The remaining 60 full-text articles were 
assessed for eligibility. Eventually, 9 eligible articles 
were included in the final meta-analysis (Figure 1), 
and their details are presented in table 1 3,13-20. Their 
quality ranged from moderate to high; most studies 

groups of smokers could reduce mortality3. The EU 
Position Statement (EUPS) argues that lung cancer 
screening with LDCT could save lives, and planning 
for implementation throughout Europe has started4. A 
meta-analysis containing nine randomized controlled 
trials and review articles up to 2013 showed that LDCT 
screening for lung cancer resulted in the detection of a 
greater total of lung cancer cases, stage I lung cancers, 
and decreased lung cancer-specific mortality5.

Apart from verifying whether LDCT screening 
could reduce mortality due to lung cancer in high-risk 
smokers, we also explored whether a less frequent 
screening scenario, like biennial screening, could be 
equally effective as the annual screening? UPS also 
considered the biennial screening scenario before 6.

METHODS
Data source and search strategy

Published studies were extensively searched 
through PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane library, 
ScienceDirect (SD), CNKI (China National Knowledge 
Infrastructure), and CBM (Chinese biomedical Data-
base) in order to seek RCTs related to LDCT or X-ray 
screening for lung cancer. The date of the last search 
was February 26, 2019. To obtain additional relevant 
studies, we also scanned conference proceedings and 
reference lists. The following search terms were used: 
“LDCT”, “low dose helical CT”, “low dose CT”, “Low-
dose spiral CT”, “Low dose computed tomography”, 
“lung neoplasm”, “lung tumor”, “lung carcinoma”, 
“lung cancer”.

Inclusion Criteria and Exclusion Criteria
Each potentially eligible article was checked to 

see if they met all the following inclusion criteria: (1) 
the study design was a RCT (randomized controlled 
trial) comparing LDCT with x-ray or usual care; (2)par-
ticipants were smokers who had been smoking >15 
years or former smokers who stopped smoking 10 or 
15 years ago; (3) participants were over 49 years old; 
(4) the data of all lung cancers, stage I lung cancers, 
lung cancer-specific mortality, all-cause mortality 
were reported in detail; (5) for duplicated publica-
tions on the same population, the most recent ones 
with the most complete data set were included. The 
exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) the screening 
only involved other risk factors, like asbestos; (2) the 
participants had a history of previous cancer with a 
clinically established diagnosis.  
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TABLE1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDIES INCLUDED IN THIS META-ANALYSIS.

Name 
of the study

Sample Size
(study: 
control)

Control  Age Male
(%)

Smoking History 
(py)/Former 
Smokers (yr)

Screening 
interval 
(year)

Screen-
ing
times

Median 
screening 
years

Median
Follow-up 
years

NLST3,29 2011 53454 (1:1)  CXR 55-74 59.0 >30/<15 1 3 5 6.5

Danish20 2015 4104 (1:1) usual care  50-70 50.0 >20/<10 1 5 4.81 9.8*

Dante17 2015 2450 (1:1) CXR 60-74 100.0 >20/<10 1 5 7 8.35

MILD13 2012 4099 (2:2:3) usual care  >65 66.3 >20/<10 1/2 5/3 4.4 4.4

German19 2015 4052 (1:1) usual care  50-69 64.7 >15/<10 1 3 5 5

Depiscan14 2007 765 (1:1) CXR 50-75 70.7 >20/<15 1 1 2 2

LSS16 2004 3318 (1:1) CXR 55-74 59.0 >30/<10 1 2 2 2

ITALUNG18 2017 3206 (1:1) usual care  55-69 65.2 >20/<10 1 4 9.3 9.3

China15 2018 472 (1:1) usual care 55-74 - >30/<15 2 3 2 2
py =pack-year *9.8person-y. The sex ratio in China was not displayed in the NLST criteria population concretely, but males were the majority. 

FIGURE 1.
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had explicit random assignment, concealed allocation, 
follow-up details, definite diagnosing criterion, and 
CT protocol. However, the double-blind could not be 
satisfied in the screening since the screening methods 
were evidently different between the treatment and 
control groups.

The nine studies included 38357 LDCT individu-
als and 37563 controls, both from high-risk lung can-
cer populations. The range of age was 50 to 70 years 
old; the average smoking history was 20 years, and 
the total screening years varied from 2 to 9.8 years. 
There were more males than females included in this 
analysis since most heavy smokers are male. The 
participants included in the meta-analysis were from 
Denmark, Italy, Germany, France, UK, China, and the 
United States.

Detection rate of total lung cancers
LDCT could find more lung cancers than the CXR 

or the no-screening group (RR=1.58, 95%CI=1.25-1.99, 
P<0.001), with high heterogeneity (χ2=32.96, I2=72.7%, 
P<0.001). In the meta-analysis pooled result, we could 
find more lung cancers by screening no matter how 
long the total follow-up was, i.e., more than 5 years 
(RR=1.35, 95%CI=1.06-1.72, P=0.015) or less than 5 
years (RR=2.16, 95%CI=1.59-2.95, P<0.001). The annual 
screening (RR=1.67, 95%CI=1.25-2.24, P<0.001) had a 
statistical significance in finding more lung cancers 
than biennial screening (RR=1.35, 95%CI=0.91-2.00, 
P=0.140).

Detection rate of stage I lung cancers
The pooled data of stage I lung cancers indicated 

that more early-stage cancers can be found by LDCT 

screening (RR=3.45, 95%CI=2.08-5.72, P<0.001), with 
high Heterogeneity (χ2=25.74, I2=72.8%, P=0.001). The 
low dose CT, with absolute superiority, could find not 
only more lung cancers but also more stage I lung 
cancers. 

After we proceeded to subgroup analyses regarding 
the detection rate of stage I lung cancers between the 
different types in the control group, we found there 
was no significant Heterogeneity in the CXR screening 
population [I2=0.0%, P=0.463].

Lung Cancer-Specific Mortality and All-cause 
mortality
Five studies reported Lung-Cancer-Specific Mor-

tality. After merging, we found the protective effect 
in the LDCT group was statistically significant com-
pared to the control group (RR=0.84, 95%CI=0.75-0.95, 
P=0.004), with moderate Heterogeneity (χ2=6.11, 
I2=34.5%, P=0.191). The merging result is presented 
in Fig 2. Six studies provided information on all-cause 
mortality. The results showed that there was no statis-
tically significant difference between the two groups 
(RR=1.26, 95%CI=0.89-1.78, P=0.193), with high Het-
erogeneity in the data (χ2=99.08, I2=95.0%, P<0.001). 

Sensitivity Analysis and Publication bias eval-
uation
To assess the stability of the studies, we per-

formed a sensitivity analysis using the leave-one-out 
method and reviewed the consistency of the results. 
We discarded each individual study to recalculate the 
Relative Risk. However, no single study influenced 
the pooled results significantly. Sensitivity analysis 
showed that the overall effect was evenly distributed 
in the trials included. The Begg’s Test and Egger’s 
Test were performed to evaluate publication bias of 
all the 9 studies. The results of Begg’s Test (Begg’s test: 
P=0.161) showed that the potential publication bias 
had no obvious influence, but Egger’s Test indicated 
publication bias (Eegg’s test: P< 0.001). 

DISCUSSION

In this analysis, we calculated both the detection 
rate and mortality. The results demonstrated that 
the low-dose spiral CT had an absolute advantage 
compared to the CXR in lung cancer screening to find 
a higher proportion of lung cancers and stage-I can-
cers. Besides, it can provide a reduction of lung can-
cer-specific mortality in the low dose CT screening 

FIGURE 2.
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group. As to deaths due to all causes, it did not man-
ifest a protective effect; this may be because smok-
ing is a risk factor of many cardiovascular diseases, 
which were the cause of death for older smokers. 
Moreover, mortality for causes other than lung can-
cer revealed that screening has no effect in reduc-
ing these deaths. Our results are consistent with 
the meta-analysis by Cuiping FU et al.5 regarding 
reduced lung-cancer-specific mortality. Compared 
to the meta-analysis by Cuiping FU et al. who, after 
collecting information in 2013, published, in 2016, 
two RCT articles not included in this meta-analysis, 
the American feasibility study 21 and the NELSON 
trial, 22 since they did not have complete two-arm fol-
low-up, nor did they report the results of the control 
group. The UK Lung Cancer Screenings in 2016 have 
not reported the results of the control group either 
23,24. To make the pooled results more reliable, the 
three RCT articles were not included in this analysis. 
Besides, the results did not vary greatly when adding 
the three studies in the meta-analysis. Furthermore, 
the lung cancer screening results of Danish, Dante, 
and Italung were updated in this analysis. Likewise, 
one 2015 study from German and one from China in 
2018 were added in this analysis.

Then we considered the potential optimal interval 
of screening. The biennial screening has lower het-
erogeneity than the annual LDCT screening by sub-
group analysis. Annual screening could find more 
lung cancers than chest-X rays or the no screening 
group, and the difference was statistically significant. 
However, the difference in lung cancer detection rate 
between the biennial screening and chest-X rays or the 
no screening group were not statistically significant. 
We also discussed the NELSON trial, in which the 
screening arm received LDCT screening at baseline, 
after 1 , 2, and 2.5 years 22. No significant differences 
were found in the detection rates between the 1-year 
and the 2-year interval screening, but stage distribu-
tions were different. Compared with 1-year interval 
screening, a lower proportion of stage I and a higher 
proportion of advanced (stage IIIb/IV) cancers were 
detected in the 2.5-year interval round; this differ-
ence was statistically significant. The 2.5-year round 
showed no statistical significance in stage distribu-
tions compared with the 2-year round. This indicates 
that the 2.5 years interval is too long, which reduced 
the effect of the screening. However, in the MILD trial, 
there was no statistical difference in stage distribu-
tion or mortality between the annual and biennial CT 

screening 13. Therefore, more qualified studies are 
needed to demonstrate the optimal interval of lung 
cancer screening.

Although lung cancer screening could detect more 
new lung cancers, its benefits and harms must be con-
sidered, such as the high rate of false positives and 
its cost-effectiveness, before widespread low-dose 
CT screening is implemented. In 2017, the European 
Union position statement declared that Lung cancer 
screening with low-dose CT could save lives, and it 
should start being implemented throughout Europe 
as soon as possible4.

Limitations of our study include the problem of 
the heterogeneity, which generally exists in many 
meta-analyses. What is more, a few articles did not 
have important data, which could not be obtained even 
after we wrote to the authors. Furthermore, the pub-
lication bias requires us to do more research with a 
higher-quality and larger sample. Furthermore, we 
only pooled the results of articles on smokers, but will 
other populations at risk of lung cancer benefit from 
CT screening? We could not draw a conclusion limited 
to finite studies. Some studies reported that screening 
might have an unintended health certificate effect in 
changing their lifestyle25 and cause them to give up 
or reduce smoking habits26. This indicates that lung 
cancer screening should be accompanied by a smoking 
cessation intervention in widespread populations to 
reduce lung cancer mortality since smoking cessa-
tion is the best and the most cost-effective approach 
to reducing the risk of lung cancer27. Furthermore, 
the Dutch-Belgian Lung Cancer Screening trial (NEL-
SON) is an ongoing randomized controlled trial that 
evaluates LDCT with a target of 10-year follow up 22. 
NELSON will assess survival, quality of life, smoking 
cessation, and cost-effectiveness. We are waiting for 
the results.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, LDCT screening for lung cancer has 
been demonstrated to reduce deaths from lung cancer 
in high-risk smokers. Given its high sensibility to find 
early-stage lung cancer, it is promising to identify and 
cure more lung cancers in the early stage. An annual 
LDCT screening is effective in finding more early-stage 
lung cancers. More studies on both the positive and 
negative aspects are required to enrich the conclusion 
and make further efforts to reduce morbidity and mor-
tality from lung cancer.
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RESUMO 

OBJETIVO: O câncer de pulmão é a principal causa de mortes relacionadas ao câncer. Para reduzir a mortalidade por câncer de pulmão 
e encontrar câncer de pulmão em um estágio inicial, é necessária uma triagem por tomografia de baixa dose. Uma meta-análise foi 
emitida para testemunhar se a triagem poderia reduzir a mortalidade por câncer de pulmão e investigar o melhor programa de triagem. 

MÉTODOS: Pesquisamos PubMed, Web of Science, biblioteca Cochrane, ScienceDirect e relevante banco de dados chinês. Ensaios clínicos 
controlados aleatórios, em que os participantes eram fumantes com mais de 49 anos (tabagismo >15 anos ou parar de fumar 10 ou 15 
anos atrás) foram incluídos. 

RESULTADOS: Nove estudos RCT preencheram os critérios. O rastreamento de LDCT pôde encontrar mais cânceres de pulmão (RR=1,58, 
IC 95%=1,25-1,99, P<0,001) e mais cânceres de estágio I do pulmão (RR=3,45, IC 95%=2,08-5,72, P<0,001) em comparação com raio 
X do tórax ou nenhum grupo de triagem. Ele indicou uma redução estatisticamente significativa na mortalidade específica do câncer 
de pulmão (RR=0,84, IC 95%=0,75-0,95, P=0,004), mas sem uma redução estatisticamente significativa na mortalidade por todas as 
causas (RR=1,26, IC 95%=0,89-1,78, P=0,193). Anualmente, o rastreamento de LDCT foi sensível em encontrar mais cânceres de pulmão. 

CONCLUSÕES: A triagem de TC de baixa dose é eficaz para encontrar mais cânceres de pulmão e diminuir as mortes por câncer de 
pulmão. Para encontrar mais cânceres de pulmão em estágio inicial, a triagem anual de tomografia de baixa dose pode ser melhor do 
que a triagem bianual.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Ensaio clínico controlado aleatório. Meta-análise. Triagem. Detecção precoce de câncer. Tomografia computadorizada 
por raios X.
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